
February 5, 2021

Via email: Richard.McGuinness@boston.gov

Richard McGuinness, Deputy Director for Climate Change & Environmental Planning
Boston Planning and Development Agency 
One City Hall Square 
Boston, MA 02201

Re: 100 Acres Open Space Plan

Dear Mr. McGuinness,

On behalf of Boston Harbor Now, thank you for the opportunity to comment on the 100 Acres 
Open Space plan currently under review by the Boston Planning and Development Agency
(BPDA). As you know, Boston Harbor Now has closely followed the development of this plan, 
and recently hosted the BPDA at our November 2020 Harbor Use Public forum to discuss the 
plan as part of the public outreach and engagement effort. 

Boston Harbor Now is a non-profit organization focused on maximizing the benefits of Boston 
Harbor for everyone through quality programming, policy, planning, and design. We are 
committed to a vision of a future Boston Harbor waterfront that is prepared for and resilient to 
climate change. We work collaboratively with public, nonprofit, and private sector partners to
realize this vision. We commend the Boston Planning and Development Agency for its efforts to 
create a plan that activates the Fort Point neighborhood’s Harborwalk and connected open 
spaces in a way that responds to the threat of coastal flooding identified in the Coastal 
Resilience Solutions for South Boston report. The agency’s responsiveness to the extensive 
public outreach and engagement that the project team has undertaken is evident in the 
recommendations of the draft plan.

Resilience

As noted earlier, the plan does a good job of preparing for the effects of climate change 
anticipated in the Coastal Resilience Solutions for South Boston report. The berm that is being 
designed along the water’s edge will provide protection to the neighborhood and seems to be
well-aligned and integrated with the design of the adjacent property. In order to verify this, and



to provide comments on the berm as it goes through its eventual permitting, it would be helpful 
to see how each of the development projects tie into the berm’s design and elevations. As we 
have noted throughout the process, it will be important that this berm be designed in such a way 
that it is more than just a resilience strategy. It should be integrated into the public realm with 
thoughtful design and programming that ensures its seamless coordination with the rest of the 
anticipated open space and the development projects that are currently moving through 
permitting. We look forward to seeing the evolution of this berm as a critical element of the 
public realm once it is completed.

In addition to the elevation and design of the berm, ensuring the availability of the Harborwalk 
as the impacts of climate change are felt is a critical piece of this plan. We are encouraged that 
the elevation of the Harborwalk will be slightly raised in large parts of the Fort Point channel
area to adapt to sea level rise projections. We also support the idea of creating a pathway 
connection at higher elevations to further ensure that people can continue to walk close to the 
water even after some sea level rise becomes a reality in the area. Finally, a pathway system 
along the buildings, in addition to the Harborwalk, would create a sense of openness to public 
use and further combat the feel of a private campus.

Open Space/Facilities of Public Accommodation 

The plan emphasizes the importance of extending the public realm and removing the sense of 
privatization by providing community uses indoors that relate to the outdoor open space. This is 
a laudable goal, and one that we support fully. Designing spaces with equity in mind must also 
be a priority of the plan. In order to more fully achieve the goal of welcoming the whole public 
into the space, and to continue to connect the outdoor space to the interior space, we 
recommend that the “proprietary seating” areas that line buildings G4 and 15 Necco Street be 
converted to public seating. These areas, which measure between twelve and twenty feet in 
width in the plan, line the new open space near the water feature and should be fully integrated 
with that space and open to the general public, not just occupants of the buildings. This change 
would support the goal of not privatizing the exterior space as elucidated at the Harbor Use 
Public forum on this topic. It would also serve to return to public use some of the exterior open 
space that seems to have been lost in the shifting of the developments adjacent to the park.
With respect to the size and orientation of G4, care must also be taken to ensure that the 
building does not cast a significant shadow on the FT-1 park, making it less appealing for park 
users and more difficult to keep plants and grass flourishing.

Further, the entire open space network is anticipated to provide a connection from the South 
Bay Harbor Trail to the Seaport. In order to support and encourage users of the open space and 
the buildings who arrive by bicycle, we recommend providing bike racks and other facilities that 
will allow cyclists to come and spend the day. This may include locker rooms and showers in the 
interior spaces that support the parks.

Operation and maintenance

The plan anticipates that the open spaces will be operated and maintained either by a non-profit 
organization or the City Parks Department. The A Street Park provides a model for public 
ownership that meets neighborhood needs. We support this model for future park ownership 



and care. Whichever model is ultimately chosen, it will be critical that there is enough funding 
available to operate and maintain the water feature and all of the fields that are anticipated by 
the plan. The Rings Fountain on the Greenway has proven to be one of the most popular, and 
most expensive to maintain and operate, features of that space. Creating a truly great 
destination of similar success at 100 Acres will require that an appropriate level of funding for 
operation, maintenance, and capital improvements will be available over the long term.

Thank you for your consideration of these comments.

Sincerely,

Aaron Toffler 
Director of Policy 
Boston Harbor Now



 

 

 

 

 

February 5, 2021 
 

Via email: Richard.mcguinness@boston.gov 

 
Richard McGuinness 
Boston Planning and Development Agency 
One City Hall Plaza 
Boston, Massachusetts 02201 
 
 

Re:  Comments on Fort Point 100 Acres Open Space Plan  
 
 
Dear Mr. McGuinness:  
 

Conservation Law Foundation (CLF) provides these comments on the draft Fort Point 
100 Acres Open Space Plan. We are grateful to have engaged early in this process and to see 
many of our initial questions and concerns reflected in the draft plan. We strongly support this 
effort as a way of developing and codifying the community’s priorities for open space 
development, rather than leaving it to individual property owners to design ad hoc. However, we 
have outstanding questions about long-term park maintenance and operation, ownership and 
regulatory compliance, and privatization. Our primary concern is this plan may not be 
enforceable long-term. We strongly encourage Boston Planning and Development Agency 
(BPDA) to explore ways to codify the plan’s goals and objectives to ensure implementation.   

 
I. The draft plan should prioritize multi-modal travel to and from the open space 

network and improve the pedestrian experience on shared roads. 
 

The current draft outlines bicycle and pedestrian circulation but lacks critical details 
about shared streets and amenities to support multi-modal travel. A safe and seamless 
pedestrian experience will be critical for making this network of open spaces feel cohesive. 
CLF’s chief concern is that primary and secondary roads bisect each of the four open 
spaces. The plan states that the open space design will include a “continuous promenade 
through the park and pedestrian walkway along Wormwood Street and Wormwood Street 
extension,” which will provide “a unifying element through the network of new parks.” But it is 
not clear that pedestrians will have a unique experience in attempting to cross busy roads 
with vehicular traffic like A Street and Necco Street. Given the proposed developments 
adjacent to these roads, and the expected increase in vehicle trips, making sure that 
vehicles and pedestrians can safely co-exist is even more important. There should be 
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additional measures in place to facilitate pedestrian crossing over A Street and Necco 
Street, beyond a mere crosswalk, so users can more safely and seamlessly access the 
open space network. We also oppose the widening of Necco Street. Increasing the gap 
between the proposed open space network is counter to the goals of making this a linear 
series of signature park spaces and would prioritize vehicular access over pedestrians and 
park users.  

The draft plan mentions that a stretch of Necco Court between Fort Point Ave and 
Wormwood Street could be closed to vehicles during events and function as a pedestrian 
plaza. We encourage the BPDA to consider additional locations that could incorporate an 
open streets concept and to consider whether this could be done on a semi-frequent or 
permanent basis. Again, this is important for making the network feel like a safe, cohesive 
series of linear park spaces.  
 

Although the plan proclaims an interest in facilitating bicycle and shuttle travel to the site, 
the current design offers few details about supporting these modes of transportation. For 
instance, the plan does not incorporate bicycle parking or storage as an amenity for the 
open spaces. It also does not provide recommendations for shuttle traffic flow or pick 
up/drop off locations for passengers. There are limited details in the plan about shared 
streets and how cyclists, pedestrians, and vehicles will safely co-exist across the planning 
area. Similarly, it is unclear whether the South Bay Harbor Trail connection on the site will 
be designed with climate resilience in mind. Unless this connection is elevated or otherwise 
insulated from flood risk, it will likely be unusable in the future.  

 
 

II. The draft plan should identify opportunities for landside infrastructure to support 
water recreation and watersheet activation.  
 

The plan briefly notes there is an opportunity to support watersheet activation through 
landside infrastructure including boat storage, changing rooms, easy access for walking 
canoes, kayaks, and other boats; however, this does not appear to be incorporated into the 
design of the open space network. Watersheet activation has long been a goal for this area 
of Fort Point Channel, dating back to the original 100 Acres Plan in the early 2000s. There is 
a unique opportunity to make this part of Boston’s waterfront vibrant with diverse water 
recreation opportunities. There are several landside infrastructure projects that the 
community has been promised over the years, including an expanded kayak center near the 
15 Necco Court development. Unfortunately, no promises have come to fruition. The open 
space plan should consider opportunities for building out these and other amenities that 
would support water recreation and activation.  
 

III. The draft plan should provide more detail on the stormwater management strategy for 
the open space network and the implications of phasing on the effectiveness of the 
strategy. 
 

CLF is supportive of the climate resilience features proposed for the open space 
network. The berm project will be a critical defense to current flood risks from Fort Point 
Channel. However, another short-term challenge for this area is stormwater flooding. The 
majority of stormwater management features, including a large area of subsurface 
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stormwater storage, appear to be located on parcels FT-3 and FT-4, which are not expected 
to be developed until later phases. Because it is unclear when or if these later phases of 
open space development will occur, it is problematic there are no alternative measures 
planned for earlier phases of development. The plan should discuss alternatives to the 
stormwater management approach and include sufficient redundancy so that if later phases 
of open space development do not occur or take an additional five to ten years, the short-
term risks of stormwater flooding are appropriately managed.   

 
IV. The BPDA should take additional steps to codify the goals and objectives in the draft 

plan to ensure that they are enforceable and implemented over the long-term. 
 

Enforceability and implementation are the most important considerations for this open 
space plan. The long-term build out, operation, maintenance, and programming of both the 
open space network and the adjacent Facilities of Public Accommodation (“FPA”) will be 
complex. There are two separate enforceability issues to consider: (1) ensuring that the 
open space network is developed, and (2) ensuring that the long-term management and 
programming of open spaces are consistent with the plan’s objectives and protect public 
spaces from privatization. Because open space development will happen in phases, the 
BPDA should consider ways to reconcile this plan with the projects already going through 
city and state permitting. The BPDA should separately consider how future development will 
be held accountable to the goals and objectives of the plan.  

 
Long-term operation and maintenance  
 

The draft plan notes two separate strategies for long-term FPA and open space 
management. First, it suggests establishing a Community Advisory Committee (“CAC”) to 
help with tenanting and programming of public ground floor uses. Second, it suggests 
making a nonprofit entity responsible for managing the open space network, though it will 
presumably remain in private ownership. It is unclear how or if these two entities will 
collaborate on programming for the 100 Acres planning area. The CAC should have some 
role in park programming as well as FPAs. Park operation and programming should not be 
left to a single nonprofit entity without community involvement and oversight. It is also 
unclear what authority the CAC will have over tenanting and programming of private 
buildings, especially once the city and state permitting for those projects has concluded. The 
BPDA should memorialize any formal authority the CAC will have over these processes in a 
Memorandum of Agreement with individual private property owners to ensure that the CAC 
will have a meaningful role long-term. Further, we urge the BPDA to establish a transparent 
application and selection process for CAC members to ensure representation from a diverse 
cross-section of residents. The selection process for CAC members should prioritize 
residents over organizations. There should also be term limits for members so there is a 
periodic turnover of representatives. This will help to ensure broad participation and diverse 
opinions.  

 
Despite offering several ideas for how the open space might be managed long-term, 

including the possibility of transferring ownership to a public or nonprofit entity or obtaining 
an easement or access rights, the plan does not describe the current ownership structure 
and the related complexities of managing the final open space network. This is critical for 
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understanding the long-term implications for regulatory compliance and enforcement. Given 
the complexities around ownership, operation, maintenance and programming, we are 
concerned about the feasibility of enforcement. The draft plan proposes giving a nonprofit 
entity control over the maintenance and operations of the open space network; however, the 
individual property owners and Chapter 91 licensees will ultimately be responsible for 
complying with city and state regulations for activation and maintenance. For instance, 
Chapter 91 licenses often have restrictions that require open spaces to be available to the 
public 24/7 free of charge. This forecloses using Chapter 91 open spaces for private, paid 
events without prior authorization from DEP (requests for which would presumably need to 
come from individual license holders). Will the nonprofit entity in charge of maintenance also 
be responsible for programming? How will they navigate the complexities of individual 
license conditions for programming amenities like the amphitheater or waterfront 
plaza/stage? Who will be responsible if there is a violation of a Chapter 91 license 
condition? These questions illustrate the complexities of managing multiple state-licensed 
sites as a single open space network. It also highlights the advantages of transferring 
ownership of the open space network, rather than mere maintenance responsibilities, to a 
public or nonprofit entity who could then become the Chapter 91 licensee for regulatory 
purposes. We encourage BPDA staff to meet with MassDEP Waterways staff to discuss 
some of the aforementioned complexities around regulatory compliance. 

 
We recognize that not all the open spaces fall under Chapter 91 jurisdiction. However, 

we have similar questions about compliance at the city-level. Presumably, BPDA will want to 
put restrictions in place, like the conditions in a Chapter 91 license, that ensure these 
spaces are open and available to the public long-term and they are not incrementally 
privatized. To our knowledge, the BPDA does not currently have a legal enforcement 
mechanism for ensuring that property owners comply with these restrictions after build-out. 
We strongly encourage BPDA to consider executing a Memorandum of Agreement, a 
Conservation Restriction, or some other specific, detailed, and legally enforceable document 
with property owners to memorialize these commitments to long-term open space 
management.  

 
 

Short-term and long-term build-out of open spaces 
 

The BPDA should take stronger steps to codify the plan through local zoning so it 
ensures that later phases of open space development, namely the development of 
Wormwood Street Park, Medallion Street Park, and the Active Park, are achieved. The plan 
notes this open space concept has evolved from a proposed 5.10 acres in 2006 to the 
current 9.30 acres; however, the majority of that increase is on parcels FT-3 and FT-4. 
These parcels are under USPS control and are slated for development in later phases. It is 
uncertain when or if there will be a change in site ownership or a redevelopment proposal 
for these parcels. Although modest gains were made in the “phase one” area of the open 
space network (less than an acre increase), the vast majority of the proposed open space 
relies on future development activity. This makes it all the more important that the 
commitment to build out future phases of the open space network are codified.  
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The plan states that the document is intended to establish concept design, use, and 
program for the open space required in the Fort Point 100 Acres Master Plan and 
corresponding zoning, Planned Development Area #69 (“PDA #69”). The plan states it will 
be incorporated by reference into PDA #69, the zoning for the Fort Point District 100 Acres 
District, through an amendment recognizing it as a guiding document for the design, use, 
and program of the new parks. It also states that PDA #69 requires private landowners 
contribute the necessary rights-of-way and construct streets and open spaces in phases as 
they develop on parcels and will be responsible for long-term care and maintenance. We 
encourage the BPDA to codify specific open space requirements in PDA #69 beyond mere 
design and use guidance. The draft plan sets forth a specific acreage of open space to be 
developed on each parcel. Those ratios should be reflected in the PDA amendment. The 
BPDA should also consider a Municipal Harbor Plan Amendment to reflect the changes to 
this area, including community priorities for waterfront activation and FPA spaces.  

 
Meanwhile, the development of parcels adjacent to FT-1 and Ft-2 are actively 

undergoing city and state permitting; yet it is unclear the extent to which those proponents 
have agreed to incorporate this proposed design into their plans. Several residents have 
raised concerns at public meetings that the open space network presented in this plan is 
inconsistent with what project proponents have presented to the community for 244-284 A 
Street and 5-15 Necco Court. We echo those concerns. The BPDA should take steps to 
reconcile this plan with what is actively being permitted at those locations and be 
transparent with the community about any inconsistencies.  

 
 
Thank you for your consideration of these comments.  
 
 
Sincerely,  
 
 
 
Deanna Moran  
Director, Environmental Planning   
Conservation Law Foundation 
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Richard McGuinness 
Deputy Director for Climate Change and Environmental Planning 
Boston Planning and Development Agency 
One City Hall Plaza 
Boston, Massachusetts 02201 

Via email: Richard.McGuinness@boston.gov  

RE: 100 Acres Open Space Concept Plan  

February 8, 2021 

Dear Mr. McGuinness, 

We are pleased to offer comments on the 100 Acres Open Space Concept Plan. The creation of 
Fort Point parks is long desired and long awaited for by the neighborhood since its conception 
during the development of the 100 Acres Master Plan and subsequently codified in PDA69, a 
process informed by residents, property owners and City and State stakeholders. With the 
increasing vulnerability of sea level rise and climate change, the parks increase in significance to 
serve a dual role of recreation and resilience. The current pandemic puts greater emphasis on 
public health considerations and thereby, more demand for outdoor spaces by all Boston 
residents, neighborhood employees and visitors.  

Park Sizes and Phasing 

The waterfront park (Fort Point Park) and Necco Park are being designed simultaneously with 
the development of 244 – 284 A Street, which is primarily responsible for the creation of parks 
within their 6.5 acre property.  

Our analysis indicates that the waterfront park has been reduced by 24% from the PDA and that 
the migration of buildings G4 and G5 from the pumphouse are squeezing the park casting 
additional shadows, making it less appealing to park users. If one of the stated guiding 
principles/objectives is to provide all Boston residents, especially inland communities devoid of 
a waterfront, a worthy park experience, isn’t it necessary to give them a waterfront park the size 
zoning currently requires, not one smaller squeezed between two 180’ buildings? The unique 
role of the waterfront park to enhance watersheet activation on the Channel is another reason 
why this park’s size should be maintained. In conclusion, we support building G4 be “in the 
same footprint as outlined in PDA No. 69 and the Municipal Harbor Plan, and that the 
minimum width and size of Open Space Parcel FT1 remains the same, if not greater than, 
currently required.” (source: 244-284 A St Scoping Determination Feb 5, 2021) 

FPNA is dedicated to enhancing and preserving the quality of life in our community, to broadening citizen awareness 
and participation within our growing neighborhood, and to building a socially interactive civic life. 

FortPointNeighborhood.org FortPointBoston.com @FPNA_Boston P.O. Box 52122 Boston, MA 02205



If Binford Street is to be terminated at Necco Street, then the 100 Acres Open Space Concept 
Plan should include these parcels to make sure they meet open space objectives and serve the 
public good.  

The neighborhood appreciates the focus on increasing open space outlined in the Plan, the shift 
though of larger parks and neighborhood amenities are set inland, not along the channel. Over 
3+ acres of expanded park network occur on the USPS parcels, which are devoid of plans to be 
developed in the foreseeable future, and without USPS written approval or a guarantee to 
incorporate greater park space in any future sales of their property. The neighborhood park 
amenities include active recreation (Active Park), community gardens and dog park are located 
here. With the pandemic, even more dogs grace our neighborhood overrunning current capacity 
and necessitating the accommodation of dogs in the upcoming 244-284 park development. If 
not included in concept design, it will occur unplanned.  

More importantly, community input on massing trade-offs for enhanced open space has not 
been publicly vetted. Shifting massing/building heights along Medallion Avenue from 100’ to 
150’ (source: 100 Acres Opens Space Concept Plan Draft Comments by Steve Hollinger 
02/02/2021) has serious implications on the critical light necessary for community gardens and 
for adjacent residents and artists in 15 Channel Center St,  Boston’s largest artist live/work 
rental building with a building height of approximately 75’. 

Role of Community & Neighborhood 

Community needs and features must be incorporated into the waterfront park and Necco Park. 
Visitors cannot be asked to create community for a neighborhood, it needs to come from those 
who live in close proximity every day. By isolating neighborhood amenities across A Street 
adjacent to the Haul Rd, an unintended us versus them dynamic is created.  The Community’s 
top choice, Urban Wilderness, is not incorporated throughout the network of parks, and 
especially is missing from the waterfront park. There is an opportunity for harbor marine life 
and seabirds to be encouraged,a successful neighborhood park can be a great waterfront 
destination park. There are examples of successful waterfront parks that serve their 
neighborhoods and serve as a citywide destination, it does not need to be mutually exclusive. 
Two examples are the Christopher Columbus Park in the North End and Piers Park in East 
Boston.  

We support the inclusion of Fort Point and South Boston Waterfront residents along with our 
neighbors from Chinatown, South End, Roxbury and Dorchester in the Community Advisory 
Committee or Inclusive Access Advisory Group (We believe this Committee or Group to be the 
same entity, but request confirmation.). Membership should also include experts on equity 
inclusion, park programming and climate resilience and adaptation or that expertise should be 
provided. We recommend if not already identified that this group review periodically climate 
resiliency measures and protections.  

FPNA is dedicated to enhancing and preserving the quality of life in our community, to broadening citizen awareness 
and participation within our growing neighborhood, and to building a socially interactive civic life. 

FortPointNeighborhood.org FortPointBoston.com @FPNA_Boston P.O. Box 52122 Boston, MA 02205



Ground Floor Uses 

The concept plan includes thoughtful goals and objectives for ground floor uses that support a 
range of watersheet and waterfront park facilities from storing boats and equipment to learning 
spaces to affordable food services to a number of restrooms and changing facilities that will 
comfortably support a family’s full day spent in Fort Point. Recommendations call for a large 
scale exhibition or museum space, highlighting nature learning and climate resilience. The 
former GE Headquarters had a museum planned, why not adapt that space into a nature & 
climate resilience museum given its useful location next to the water? Tha location also flows 
nicely connecting to the Boston Children’s Museum also located along the Fort Point Channel 
Harborwalk. 

It was with surprise and disappointment that the report replaces the neighborhood branch of 
the Boston Public Library with a community learning space with a collection of books. A civic 
facility such as BPL branch would attract a wide range of people and ultimately enhance the 
parks as being welcoming for all. The branch library is a priority of the neighborhood and was 
introduced and discussed at a public meeting by the developer of 244 - 284 A Street.   

Visitor enjoyment and park usage would be enhanced by bike racks, stroller parking, storage 
lockers, tables and refrigeration in addition to free water. An information center would provide 
resources and a place for kids to go to if they are lost. 

Public Safety 

Additional visitors are expected along this stretch of the Fort Point Channel. To ensure adequate 
public safety the inclusion of life rings, exit ladders, grab chains and safety instructions in 
multiple languages along the harborwalk is needed. Park lighting and hours of operation needs 
to be defined while balancing the need to minimize light pollution from adjacent buildings. With 
the plan now for an Active Park abutting the Haul Road (a heavily intense truck route), an 
adequate year round noise buffer and fencing needs to be included to provide a pleasant park 
experience and  to eliminate the chance of court balls bouncing onto the road. 

Site Features Sizing Guidelines 

While we are appreciative of the proposed park features, we are concerned that the open spaces 
are not large enough to accommodate the ambitious programming goals. This capacity issue is 
of particular concern at what is anticipated to be a very popular waterfront park (Fort Point 
Park). The features seem to be squeezed in an increasingly small space. Furthermore, the 12’-20’ 
wide frontage zone along each building for proprietary seating should be reduced and tables and 
seating made available free of patronage to the public. In other words, the public should have 
access to waterfront tables and seats. Overall, park concepts should contemplate how features 
function year around to create an inviting experience. In addition, it would be helpful to get 
comparable sized parks with similar features to understand the true feasibility of all park 
parcels. 

FPNA is dedicated to enhancing and preserving the quality of life in our community, to broadening citizen awareness 
and participation within our growing neighborhood, and to building a socially interactive civic life. 

FortPointNeighborhood.org FortPointBoston.com @FPNA_Boston P.O. Box 52122 Boston, MA 02205



Resilience & Environment:  

The amount of hardscape at the Waterfront Park is troubling, especially given its proximity to 
the Channel. We would like to understand how it is resilient and adaptive to future sea level rise. 

Although there is an upland alternative Harborwalk pathway, the elevation of the Harborwalk is 
critical for access to the Fort Point Pier (public dock) and the watersheet to enjoy water related 
activities such as kayaking. The Harborwalk needs to be appropriately raised to accommodate 
future sea level rise.  

It is unclear if  the proposed tree canopy is enough to offset heat island effects in our 
neighborhood and how much it will add to South Boston’s tree canopy goals. On the waterfront 
and Necco Parks the existing 72 large on-site trees need to be preserved.  

An independent analysis should be conducted to determine the better methodology of a clay 
core system or a sheet pile system for the Berm along the Channel.  

Stormwater management and storage capacity is unknown and therefore difficult to evaluate 
whether landscape concepts will increase capacity and how much protection it will offer the 
inner neighborhood. We look forward to seeing the analysis. 

Why aren’t the Necco Park and Fort Point Park being used for stormwater management? If 
stormwater is not captured until it crosses A Street, what does it mean for protection of the 
inner neighborhood? More importantly, how will the neighborhood be protected if stormwater 
management is not incorporated until some undefined time when/if the USPS property is 
developed? 

The open space on Necco Ct at the Harborwalk is a flood pathway and needs to have a plan for 
an appropriate flood protection. . It is also identified for emergency access.  

View Corridors 

It would be helpful to have a model and virtual experience of the elevations from Necco to the 
water’s edge to understand what can be see of the water at Fort Point Park and “Necco” Park 

Mobility & Connections 

The proposed open space is located within a vibrant neighborhood with over 4,500 housing 
units less than 1/2 a mile from the parks. We expect that the residents of our community will 
look to take full advantage of this wonderful space once built. We also believe that with the 
exciting programming planned it will be a destination for visitors from other parts of the City.  
 
In other parts of our neighborhood we have seen our open space ringed with private streets and 
roads with controls in place that limit on street parking. With that experience fresh in our minds 
we would like to see the roads abutting the parks become City owned and managed. Metered 
parking will be needed but it must be balanced with the current resident permit parking that is 
in place in this part of our neighborhood.  

FPNA is dedicated to enhancing and preserving the quality of life in our community, to broadening citizen awareness 
and participation within our growing neighborhood, and to building a socially interactive civic life. 
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We also recognize that transit may be a viable option for some visitors. The parks are within a 
1/2 mile from the Broadway Station Red Line MBTA stop and South Station. They are also 
within 1/4 mile of the MBTA #7 bus and the MBTA #11 bus has a stop adjacent to Necco Street 
park. We would like to see these three bus stops receive upgrades with shelters and seating.  
 
Whilst the immediate park abutting sidewalks, intersections and streets will see improvements, 
the primary feeder streets and sidewalks to access the new open space within the neighborhood 
all require remediation to support safe pedestrian and cycle trips. This includes access from two 
of the three bus stops and both South Station and Broadway Station.  
 
Sidewalks and pedestrian intersections along Melcher Street, Summer Street and A Street are 
not ADA compliant. Sidewalk widths in a number of locations are less than 3 feet and some 
curbs and sidewalks require re-surfacing or replacement. Intersections requiring upgrades to 
support additional pedestrian trips include A Street @ Richards Street, A Street @ Melcher 
Street, A Street @ Binford Street and Summer Street @ Melcher Street. Separated cycle tracks 
are needed along A Street and Melcher Street to provide a safe and stress free connection for our 
bicycling neighbors. Whilst visitors from other parts of the City may arrive via the South Bay 
Harbor multi use Trail, we expect that residents of South Boston will arrive using these feeder 
streets.   

Draft recommendations also need to incorporate two planned pedestrian & bike bridges 
connecting to the new green space, one from the current USPS Annex across the Channel and 
the other from the BCEC across the Haul Rd. 

Fort Point Parks Ownership 

Our community strongly supports the adoption of the successful public/ private model that 
created and maintains the A Street Park, which is also within PDA 69.  A St Park was 
constructed by a private developer and is maintained with contributions from PDA signatory 
property owners and more importantly owned and protected by the City of Boston’s Parks & 
Recreation Department. This model is a departure from the separate private ownership of the 
parks in the Seaport, which have been perceived by the public as being inaccessible and 
unwelcoming.  

The parks need to be owned publicly, to be clearly public and welcoming to all. If Harborwalk 
access is redirected to parks during flood events, then public access and ownership must be 
public.  

Enforcement & Process 

As mentioned in the 100 Acres Open Space Concept Plan draft, the parks and open spaces will 
be created in phases based upon the development of the identified properties. It is our 
recommendation that PDA 69 be amended to codify open space dimensions on all zones or 
phases identified in the 100 Acres Open Space Concept Plan through a public community 
process regarding density and massing trade-offs for the 244-284 A St and USPS parcels and the 
remaining Gillette parcels.  

FPNA is dedicated to enhancing and preserving the quality of life in our community, to broadening citizen awareness 
and participation within our growing neighborhood, and to building a socially interactive civic life. 
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The open space located on the waterfront park, Necco Park and other open spaces located on A 
Street to the Channel are also subject to the Massachusetts Public Waterfront Act and numerous 
Chapter 91 licenses and Facilities of Public Accommodation. These properties under State 
jurisdiction and City planning need to be clarified, especially in terms of enforcement and 
adaption of a Community Advisory Committee or Inclusive Access Advisory Group.  

Thank you for your consideration of our neighborhoods comments. 

 
Sincerely, 

Tom Ready 

Sara McCammond 

Joe Rogers

FPNA is dedicated to enhancing and preserving the quality of life in our community, to broadening citizen awareness 
and participation within our growing neighborhood, and to building a socially interactive civic life. 

FortPointNeighborhood.org FortPointBoston.com @FPNA_Boston P.O. Box 52122 Boston, MA 02205
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February 5, 2021 
 
Joe Christo 
Boston Redevelopment Authority 
One City Hall Square 
Boston, MA 02201 
 

RE:  DRAFT Fort Point 100 Acres Open Space Concept Plan 
 
Dear Mr. Christo; 
 
The Boston Parks and Recreation Department (BPRD) has reviewed the DRAFT Fort Point 100 
Acres Open Space Concept Plan; the plans for 5 and 15 Necco Street approved by the BPDA in 
2020; and the plans for 244-284 A Street which is currently under Article 80 review.  
 
The Fort Point 100 Acres Open Space Concept Plan refines the framework of open space that 
was negotiated as impact mitigation for the increased footprints, height and massing allowed on 
private development parcels in the Master Plan for Planned Development Area No. 69, South 
Boston/The 100 Acres, Boston, January 10, 2007 (PDA 69) and five subsequent amendments.  
 
The draft plan defines the network of parks that will serve a rapidly growing neighborhood and 
beyond. It is an effort to incorporate the vision of the community, and accommodate the open 
space needs of the neighborhood. The illustrative plan envisions aspirational land use, thematic 
design, and animated programming. It creates connections to a compact waterfront with city 
views. It envisions climate resiliency through open space infrastructure. It includes a discussion 
on inclusivity that is a positive step toward ensuring open spaces which are welcoming to all.  
 
BPRD is aware of some community concerns regarding the vision, conceptual designs and 
programming presented in the draft plan. BPRD encourages the BPDA to continue to refine the 
draft plan to incorporate the concerns of residents and stakeholders into the final document. 
 
This letter focuses on issues that should be addressed in the next amendment to PDA 69: changes 
in acreage and configuration; use of property owned by the U.S. Postal Service; permanent 
protection, public ownership and private management; active recreational uses; and shadows.  
 
Changes in Acreage and Configuration  
 
The original master plan for PDA 69 (2007) and the Fifth Amendment (2020) included 6.93 
acres of open space. However, the footprints at 5 and 15 Necco Street and 244-284 A Street have 
recently changed, which has impacted the size and configuration of the open space along 
Waterfront Park (HW1-HW5) and Fort Point Channel Park (FT1).   
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Local stakeholders have expressed concern that the total acreage of these parcels appears to have 
been reduced from 3.77 acres in 2007 to 2.87 acres in 2020 or about 25%. The width of the park 
at FT1 has been reduced to 80’ with 20’ boundaries on each side along private buildings.  
 
The BPDA undertook an open space planning process for PDA 69 concurrent with the Article 80 
reviews of 5 and 15 Necco Street and 244-284 A Street (each with its own PDA). The plan will 
result in a sixth amendment to PDA 69. The plan includes a comparison (page 35) of the open 
space over time - with 5.10 acres of open space in the 2006 PDA master plan; and 9.30 acres of 
open space in the proposed 2020 framework. The 2006 plan does not match the PDA plan. 
 
The significant increase in open space between the 2006 plan and the 2020 plan warrants 
further analysis. A visual comparison of the plans and tables makes it difficult to understand how 
the open space is now being measured. It seems that perhaps the open space may now include 
public realm elements e.g. sidewalks and streets. The parcel at FT-4 includes a development site. 
The acreage of the proposed open space should be confirmed.  
 
U.S. Postal Service Property 
 
The Open Space Concept Plan has shifted acreage away from parcels HW1-HW5 and FT1 at 5 
and 15 Necco Street and 244-284 A Street; consolidated building footprints; and relocated 
acreage from smaller parks to three acres of property owned by the U.S. Postal Service (PID: 
0602747010, 0602756020, and 0602760000). The parcels owned by USPS are shown with 
significant open space designed to accommodate a variety of active uses and programs.  
 
It is unclear to what degree the USPS participated in the current open space planning; whether 
it provided written agreement to the change of the plan; if it has committed to provide acreage 
for open space; or how this open space will be guaranteed should the USPS sell the property. 
This commitment should be obtained before the plan is finalized, or PDA 69 is further amended.  
 
Permanent Protection /Public Ownership and Private Management 
 
The draft plan discusses at length how to design, program and manage the open space so that it 
feels inclusive to all. The best way to make the open space feel inclusive would be to transfer the 
ownership to a public entity such as BPRD or the Conservation Commission, or enact a publicly 
accessible conservation restriction approved by the Massachusetts Executive Office of Energy 
and Environmental Affairs (EOEEA).  
 
The plan proposes the easement that the BPDA holds for the Harborwalk as another form of 
public control. However, an easement for public access is not the same level of permanent open 
space protection as fee simple ownership or a conservation restriction approved by the EOEEA.  
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The plan notes that there may be opportunity to make the open space publicly owned through 
transfer to BPRD (this is left open to future negotiations). Open space that is required, 
negotiated or proposed as impact mitigation for increased zoning in a PDA, or as a public 
benefit under Chapter 91 or other requirements, should be transferred to public ownership or 
otherwise protected in perpetuity. This should be considered in the amendment to PDA 69. 
 
Publicly owned open space may be managed privately. A relevant example is the A Street Park 
which was created as a public benefit in exchange for development rights in PDA 69. The 
ownership was transferred to BPRD thereby ensuring permanent protection of the park. A long 
term agreement was created for the proponents to maintain and improve the park. 
 
The open space framework should be permanently protected in the near term, so that it cannot 
be changed with the PDA for each new development or with every amendment to PDA 69. 
 
The plan notes that subsurface rights/vertical limitations below open spaces may occur due to 
utilities easements, parking garages or private facilities. Multiple examples exist in Boston of 
parks built over subsurface uses such as tunnels, parking garages and medical facilities. This 
should not be a hindrance to the permanent protection of surface level open space. 
 
Active Recreational Space 
 
The plan notes that an analysis of needs, review of previous planning documents, and community 
and stakeholder feedback indicated that there is a key need for the expansion of active recreation. 
This reflects the Boston Open Space Plan 2015-2021 which notes that “additional active 
recreation space is necessary to meet the current and future needs of this growing district.” Active 
recreational space should be integrated throughout the open space framework. 
 
The conceptual designs of the Waterfront Park and Fort Point Channel Park are passive and may 
feel corporate and privatized. Active recreational uses are not proposed along the waterfront 
parcels – these uses have been allocated to parcels away from the water, on USPS property that 
is not under the control of the BPDA or the current developers at Necco and A Streets. The FT-4 
parcel furthest to the east has a high concentration of active uses. It is currently a buildable lot.  
 
Shadows 
 
PDA 69 allows commercial scale building footprints and heights that range from 100-180 feet. 
The buildings are immediately adjacent to the full length of the open space framework, aligned 
to the north and south of the parks. The shadow impacts of proposed building height and massing 
should be evaluated from dawn to dusk on open space. The creation of open space in exchange 
for increased zoning should be evaluated in terms of the desirability to be in the space year 
round, and the ability to include a landscape design that is more than an impervious plaza.  
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Sincerely, 
 

Carrie M. Dixon 
 
Carrie Marsh Dixon, Executive Secretary 
Boston Parks and Recreation Commission 
 
cc: Christopher Cook, Chief, Cabinet of Energy, Environment and Open Space 

Ryan Woods, Commissioner, Boston Parks and Recreation Department 
Liza Meyer, Chief Landscape Architect, Boston Parks and Recreation Department 
Michael Cannizzo, Deputy Urban Designer, Boston Planning and Development Agency 
Rich McGuinness, Deputy Director for Climate Change and Environmental Planning, BPDA 
Jill Zick, Landscape Architect, Boston Planning and Development Agency 
Aisling Kerr, Project Manager, Boston Planning and Development Agency 

 

 
SOURCE: Master Plan for PDA 69 South Boston/ The 100 Acres, January 10, 2007; and the Fifth Amendment to PDA 69 
 

 
SOURCE: The Fort Point 100 Acres Open Space Concept Plan showing a 2006 open space plan and a proposed 2020 plan 



 

RELATED BEAL 
177 Milk Street 

Boston, MA  02109 
617-451-2100 

 
 
By Electronic Mail  
 February 5, 2021 
 
 
 
Richard E. McGuinness 
Deputy Director for Climate Change and Environmental Planning 
Boston Redevelopment Authority 
d/b/a Boston Planning & Development Agency  
One City Hall Square, 9th Floor  
Boston, MA  02201 
 
 

Re: Comments on Draft Fort Point 100 Acres Open Space Concept Plan (the 
“Concept Plan”) 

 
Dear Deputy Director McGuinness: 
 
 
 As the owner and developer of 244-284 A Street, we appreciate the opportunity to review 
and offer comments on the draft Concept Plan.  It reflects considerable effort and input by 
Sasaki, the BPDA, property owners, neighbors and other stakeholders to aide in the creation of a 
vision for vibrant, accessible, resilient and connected open spaces in what is now predominately 
bituminous surface parking.  We hope to continue to work with the BPDA and other stakeholders 
to plan and implement open spaces on and adjacent to our project site which is reflective of the 
goals and guiding principles articulated in the Concept Plan, while being responsive to the site-
specific qualities, constraints and opportunities which can be best evaluated in the course of 
project review and implementation.   
 

While we are generally supportive the Concept Plan, we wanted to share some specific 
thoughts for your consideration as the draft Concept Plan is refined: 

 
- The site plans and grading plans will need further definition and detail as applied to 

the land area within the 100 Acres.  In particular, it will be important to first confirm 
the areas and improvements as shown on the current approved PDA Master Plan 
(including those proposed amendments thereto) and then confirm that the areas and 
improvements as shown on the Concept Plan correlate to the PDA Master Plan.   

- The existing conditions, including buildings, land area and existing topography will 
form the framework for site grading, resiliency measures and structures.  More 
specific data and study will be required to insure that the site grading, resiliency 
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measures and open space depicted in the Concept Plan is capable of implementation 
in concert with the development of our project.   

-  The Concept Plan should be viewed in light of the requirements of Chapter 91 and 
the requirements of the Municipal Harbor Plan Amendment for this area, in particular 
with respect to how “open space” is defined to insure that compliance with both is 
achievable.  

-  The Concept Plan includes a variety of site specific amenities and elements, both 
within exterior open space and within buildings. These concepts while helpful should 
be seen as suggestive and not prescriptive in order to enable consideration and 
accommodation of site-specific constraints (such as below-grade tunnel, pump 
station, outfall) and to allow the BPDA and other state and city regulatory agencies,  
property owners, neighbors and other stakeholders the appropriate opportunity for 
input and evaluation. This empirical synergy will be key in determining how to best 
optimize these external and internal publicly accessible spaces in the course of the  
project’s evolution and implementation.   

- The proposed pedestrian, bicycle and vehicular circulation depicted within the 
Concept Plan must be capable of being revised and updated as appropriate to respond 
to the more detailed circulation plans which will be developed and approved during  
the course of a project’s review, in the same manner as such updates and amendments 
are undertaken to the PDA Master Plan.    

- While Related Beal has long been a proponent of optimizing water sheet activation, it 
is important that the Concept Plan be evaluated revised to reflect the fact that existing 
infrastructure and public safety concerns may preclude the implementation of docks 
and watersheet access.   

 
We have other, more specific, comments which we can share as helpful, but thought it 

best to summarize as noted above.  We are confident that, working together and collaboratively 
through the review process, our project will be able to implement long-awaited, exceptional open 
spaces which meet and exceed those described in the Concept Plan.   

 
Very truly yours, 
 
 
244 – 284 A Street 
Channelside Acquisitions, LLC 
c/o Related Beal 
 
 

cc:  Joe Christo, BPDA 
       Chris Busch, BPDA    
 
 



Richard McGuinness                                                     February 5, 2021

Boston Planning and Development Agency

One City Hall Plaza

Boston, MA 02201


Re: Comments on Fort Point 100 Acres Open Space Concept Plan 
        

Dear Mr. McGuinness, 


Thank you for the opportunity to submit comments on the draft Fort Point 100 Acres Open 
Space Concept Plan. This Plan provides important concept design, program and uses for the 
open space system included in the original 2006 Fort Point 100 Acres Plan, codified into law by 
PDA 69.


The 100 Acres Plan was developed by BPDA (BRA), property owners and community in 2006 
to address the development opportunity of nearly one hundred acres of parking lots with 
outdated zoning within a neighborhood of historic warehouses and commercial buildings being 
repurposed for residences and offices. With the goal of planning for a neighborhood of mixed 
commercial and residential uses,  a network of parks and green spaces was an important part 
of the original plan. This open space network is intended to provide a system of green parks of 
sufficient scale and quality to provide the developing Fort Point neighborhood with authentic 
urban parks as other Boston neighborhoods enjoy. Importantly, the open space network 
included waterfront parks along and adjacent to Fort Point Channel in addition to inland green 
spaces.


The first park developed under the 100 Acres Plan is the A Street Park, built and opened in 
2014, and accepted into the Boston Park System in 2017. This is Fort Point’s first permanent 
park and provides the neighborhood with a rich landscape of lawn, trees, shrubs with children’s 
play area, small community gardens, half court basketball court, dog park and lots of benches 
and seating options. Its creation was accompanied by development of the large State Street 
office building and 900 car parking garage. A Street Park is owned by the Boston Parks 
Department,  operates under its citywide park regulations and is maintained by agreement by 
private property owners.


A Street Park is truly public, very successful and well used by residents of Fort Point, and other 
South Boston neighborhoods, and office workers alike. A St Park provides a tested model for 
the development of the Fort Point 100 Acres open space system.


Project Goals And Guiding Principles of Design and Implementation 

The plan provides thoughtful Project Goals and Guiding Principles of Design and 
Implementation by acknowledging the important open space year round park needs of the 
existing and growing neighborhood of residents and workers, while appropriately focusing 
attention on the Fort Point Channel waterfront as not only a community resource but one that is 
part of the open space system of Boston Harbor parks and Harborwalk. Fort Point’s waterfront, 
long overlooked as part of the harbor wide system, can be an important addition. With the 
South Bay Harbor Trail, it is also a new pedestrian and bicycling gateway for inland 
neighborhoods to access the Inner Harbor. 


Over the last 15 years, Children’s Wharf Park, Atlantic Wharf Park, and the accessible for all 
children Martin’s Park have combined to make a new system of parks on Fort Point Channel. It 
is important the Fort Point park system of this Concept Plan join these existing Channel parks 



in making Fort Point Channel a citywide destination that is welcoming, comfortable and 
interesting for all. 


In 2021, Boston has the advantage of learning from the waterfront parks and open spaces 
developed in the adjacent Seaport neighborhood over the last 15 years. Important lessons 
there should inform how the Fort Point Channel waterfront is programmed, designed, activated 
and welcoming to all.  Lessons can also be learned from some of Boston’s most successful 
parks - Waterfront Park in the North End and Piers Park in East Boston.


Open Space Concept Plan 

The Open Space Concept Plan shows six park parcels extending from the Fort Point Channel 
easterly to the South Boston Haul Road and southerly to A St Park. Five of the parks are 
included in the Plan, the sixth is the existing A Street Park of 1.6 acres. This alignment of the 
open space is as included in the 2006 100 Acres Plan, but with critical alterations. 

As had been observed in the BPDA public planning process by members of the public, in 
person at the open houses, and virtually in meetings, the very important waterfront parks have 
been reduced in size. Most important of these reductions is the waterfront park between 
building G4 and 15 Necco Street. G4 and 15 Necco are allowed in the 100 Acres Plan as large 
180 ft tall buildings, now with proposed uses of life science and  residential.  The reduction of 
the waterfront park, between these buildings in this  waterfront location, and as the link to the 
inland Fort Point parks, is a very critical change and threatens the potential of creating a 
destination waterfront park in Fort Point. 


In addition, this reduced parcel is presented in concept as seriously over programmed, 
resulting in a park that is half hardscape. It does not have the sufficient amount of space for the 
numbers for park users that are envisioned to come  from inland neighborhoods to enjoy the 
Fort Point Channel waterfront and parks. The features that make a destination park - 
amphitheater, stage, water features, public art - are located in a space that is too small for any 
of these features to be successful. 


I urge consideration of restoration of the waterfront Fort Point Channel park as proposed in the 
original 100 Acres Plan. I also suggest  rethinking  the adjacent Necco Park as an extension of 
Fort Point Channel Park by including some of the features in it, such as the water feature. Not 
all water features need to be on the waterfront - Frog Pond on Boston Common,  Rings 
Fountain on the Greenway. 


In addition, the Open Space Concept Plan locates the only park parcel with active recreation 
next to the busy and heavily used South Boston truck route, raising issues of air quality. The 
community gardens, one of the neighborhood’s most requested features, are west of now four 
150’ buildings and subject to serious daytime shadows. Both these uses on these parcels 
should be studied more and possibly reconsidered.


Activity and Program Zones 

During BPDA’s public process,  community members, the larger neighborhood, and advocates 
were asked to choose their top themes as proposed by the consultant Sasaki. With responses 
from Open Houses and from online surveys, the top choices were Urban Wilderness, 
Community Living Room and Flexible/Art Gallery.  Surprisingly, in the Concept Plan, the priority 
activity is seasonal activities. Nature/ecology, aka “urban wilderness”, has a lesser priority, after 
active recreation.  




Through community effort, Fort Point is now a Boston Historic District.   The community is 
committed to preserving its history. The  community was also very clear and articulate in 
having the new parks be a natural and green compliment to the historic industrial fabric. Trees, 
lawn and  flowers were requested as places to relax and play and  attract wildlife in richly 
planted pollinator landscapes.  Green parks provide needed cooling, wind block and help to 
create an ecosystem.


The conceptual Activity and Program Zones should be reconsidered to propose a more natural 
and environmentally rich system, especially at the extensive hardscape of the waterfront parks. 
Here  is an important opportunity to present waterfront landscapes  as year round parks, not 
just when water based programs are active. 


Events and Public Art 

Events and public art installations are strong factors in creating destination parks, It is 
important that all events be offered free of charge as in all other Boston parks. The program of 
the park in its design should provide supportive infrastructure for a variety of events and 
installations. At the same time, it is important that the parks are a destination even if there are 
not special events. This applies especially to the colder months. The parks must be welcoming 
and interesting year round, so that nearby residents and those further away who want to spend 
time at the water’s edge are encouraged to enjoy the Channel when special events are not 
taking place.


Phasing 

The entire draft 100 Acres Open Space Concept Plan is within the ownership of two large 
property owners - Related Beal and United States Post Service (USPS). This Concept Plan is 
being developed at a time when Related Beal, owner of 6.5 acres and all the waterfront 
parcels, has been moving ahead through permitting for development of its site concurrently 
with the development of the Concept Open Space Plan.  USPS currently operates US mail 
operations on all of its property with no indication that this intensive use will cease. 


As a result, there is serious concern about when, if ever, USPS will develop its property. And 
yet, all the active recreation, the dog park and community gardens that the community 
requested are located on its property.  What binding legal commitment can be made to insure 
that these USPS parcels will be developed as the Concept Plan indicates?


Related Beal has been an active participant in public meetings regarding the Concept Plan 
development. The waterfront parks which are now being reduced and overly programmed are 
part of their holdings.


As stated above, the scale of the waterfront parks  as the flagship attraction for a destination 
park must be reconsidered. As a BCDC commissioner recently said “It’s the place everyone 
wants to be”.


Ownership 

A Street Park, the first park developed in PDA 69 100 Acres Plan, is a successfully proven 
model for the ownership for all Fort Point parks. This model with Boston Parks  ownership, 
protects the parks under state law Article 97. It  joins Fort Point parks with all other Boston 
parks as truly public, operating with the same rules and regulations as parks across the city. As 
included in PDA 69, the maintenance of Fort Point parks is provided by developers,  as it has 



been so successfully done at A street Park. The A Street model should be endorsed in the 
Concept Plan. 


Ground Floor Uses 

The ground floor uses of all buildings built between the Fort Point Channel and A Street are 
subject to MGL chapter 91, since the land was created by filling tidelands and require facilities 
of public accommodation (FPAs).  No residences or private offices are allowed on the ground 
floor.  Food service, other retail, educational, community and cultural uses are allowed.  It is 
very important that these uses support and serve the Channel water based activities, the parks 
and their users, and the neighborhood. The draft Concept Plan provides some guidance on this 
which has not yet been fully presented in a public forum. The opportunities for this amount of 
FPA space should include a follow up public process that includes interested people from 
across the city. 


I appreciate the work of BPDA staff and their consultants Sasaki in guiding this draft concept 
plan through the difficult months of Covid related restrictions. I look forward to the continued 
development of the draft Fort Point 100 Acres Open Space Concept Plan as it responds to 
public comments.  


Sincerely, 

Valerie Burns 
249 A Street

 Boston, MA 02210


































































Joe Christo <joe.christo@boston.gov>

BPDA Fort Point Open Space Fort Point Plan Draft
Christine Vaillancourt <chris@christinevaillancourt.com> Fri, Feb 5, 2021 at 1:37 PM
To: "joe.christo@boston.gov" <joe.christo@boston.gov>
Cc: arreen.l.andrew@boston.gov

To Whom It May Concern:

My big objection is G4 building.  Here is my January 12 letter I sent with some corrections.

Best,
Christine Vaillancourt

Arreen,

Thank you for opportunity to submit comments.

When I look at the map of public green space in Boston, including Fort Point and Seaport, in recent
presentation, it is shocking that the 100 Acres has incredibly less green space than downtown Boston. In fact,
the Boston Commons is larger than entire 100 Acres Plan, buildings, roads and all.

I doubt the part of the park on the Post Office property will happen soon if at all as it is owned by the Post
Office.

Soon it will become a permanent mistake in not saving more public green space while we have the opportunity.
At least, building G4 must not block the public's distant view to the Channel.  We must resist the temptation of
valuable property on the water being reserved for buildings for monetary reasons over public interest which will
be impossible to revert.

I hope Building G4 will be trimmed or re-shaped for more distant wider view to water from the park as in 2016
100 Acres Plan attached. (see attachment 2 with my line). It has changed from earlier drawings.

Would be great if the developers and city will re-instate the pedestrian bridge shown in the 2016 Plan (last
attachment).

Seaport District and Fort Point Historic District is a destination to live, work——people also need open
space/parks to play and relax.  The pandemic has increased park use that is a savior during these hard
times—makes us realize how important open space is. Parks bring people together promoting mental health.

In addition, although probably not the issue at the moment, the building heights in the post office parking lot
look oppressively high in such a historic district.

Best,

Christine Vaillancourt, Fort Point Resident since 1992, FPNA and FPAC member

The Artist Building (www.300summer.org)
300 Summer Street, #76
Boston, MA 02210
617-501-8354 C
chris@christinevaillancourt.com
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Joe Christo <joe.christo@boston.gov>

Fort Point 100 Acres Open Space Comments
Tammy New Yahoo <tammyd313@yahoo.com> Tue, Jan 26, 2021 at 7:27 PM
To: joe.christo@boston.gov

Hello Joe,

I am writing to express serious concerns about the proposed Related Beals buildings (density and height), however I
understand comments today are to be specific to the open space.

To that end, I moved here 17 years ago to Fort Point Place SPECIFICALLY after reading every page of the 100 Acres
Master Plan.  The commitments made in that agreement gave me assurances that this would become a neighborhood
I could grow into and enjoy for many, many years. 

What is being proposed now do NOT meet the promises made and that is very concerning.  First, these plans are
deceiving because they are showing many parks on USPS land which are NOT approved and therefore should not be
presented as something that is “in process”.  The land isn’t even for sale, and as I have seen first hand over the years
is that the pretty pictures they dazzle the community with, end up changing dramatically over time and we always get
delivered much less than what was presented. 

So taking the USPS parks out of the equation (since they are fantasy right now and not real) then we are left with
much less open space than was committed to in the 100 Acre plan.  Also, the prime land along the water has been
squished!!  That is where people will want to be.  Much more than the park in between two giant buildings creating
cold shadows, and wind tunnels.  It is extremely unfortunate and upsetting that the public park is getting shifted mainly
to less desirable areas and away from the water. 

I desperately ask that the 100 Acre plan agreements be upheld - and whatever or who ever can do so - to ensure that
Related Beal and other developers MUST commit to the design aspects that were negotiated in good faith almost 20
years ago.

Thanks you.

From Tammy Diorio
21 Wormwood St #313

Sent from my iPad
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Joe Christo <joe.christo@boston.gov>

Fwd: There's a new message in your inbox
Emily Wieja <emily.wieja@boston.gov> Tue, Jan 5, 2021 at 2:32 PM
To: Joe Christo <joe.christo@boston.gov>

FYI Joe- this was a reply to the Fort Point 100 Acres Open Space Concept Plan email.

Thanks,

Emily Wieja
Web Content Manager
617.918.4443

Boston Planning & Development Agency (BPDA)
One City Hall Square | Boston, MA 02201
bostonplans.org

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Mailchimp Account Services <accountservices@mailchimp.com>
Date: Tue, Jan 5, 2021 at 2:07 PM
Subject: There's a new message in your inbox
To: <emily.wieja@boston.gov>

kctaylor@mac.com wrote:

This is a good start. But if there are not more family sized housing in this area, you won’t have the kids
you have so hopefully illustrated. Families need more bedrooms. We raised our children in the city but
high housing costs, 1 bedroom and studio arts being built, no schools in Fort Point or Back Bay or
Beacon Hill or West End mean that families leave. That is a sad situation and the BPDA can help do
something about it.

Karen Cord Taylor
One Lindall Court
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Joe Christo <joe.christo@boston.gov>

Hollinger Comments on BPDA Fort Point Open Space Concept Plan (Dec 2020
Draft)
Steve Hollinger <steve@sjh.com> Fri, Feb 5, 2021 at 12:14 PM
To: Richard McGuinness <Richard.McGuinness.bra@cityofboston.gov>, Joe.Christo@boston.gov, Chris Busch
<chris.busch@boston.gov>
Cc: "Collins, Nick - Rep (HOU)" <Nick.Collins@mahouse.gov>, "Padien, Daniel (DEP)" <daniel.padien@state.ma.us>,
Councilor Ed Flynn <ED.FLYNN@boston.gov>, Councilor Michelle Wu <michelle.wu@boston.gov>, Peter Shelley
<pshelley@clf.org>, "atoffler@bostonharbornow.org" <atoffler@bostonharbornow.org>, Sara McCammond
<smccammond133@gmail.com>, Tom Ready <ready.thomasj@gmail.com>, Deanna Moran <dmoran@clf.org>, Tim
Logan <timothy.logan@globe.com>, Jim Canales <jcanales@barrfoundation.org>, Nick Black <nblack@thetrustees.org>,
RYAN.WOODS@boston.gov, "Biele, David - Rep. (HOU)" <David.Biele@mahouse.gov>,
CHRISTOPHER.COOK@boston.gov, "You, Susan (DEP)" <susan.you@state.ma.us>, "Hopps, Christine (DEP)"
<christine.hopps@state.ma.us>, "Moran, Barbara" <bmoran@bu.edu>

****
Update: I received a number of rejected e-mails due to large document size (21mb PDF).
A copy of my comment letter to BPDA can be downloaded here:
http://www.fortpointer.com/Archive/20210205_hollinger_FP_Open_Space.pdf
If you have any problems downloading, let me know and I'll arrange distribution via another method.
My apologies for duplicate e-mails.
Steve
****

Good morning Rich, Joe, Chris et al.,

Please accept my comment letter regarding the BPDA Fort Point Open Space Concept Plan draft of December 2020
for today's comment deadline.

Pages 1-30 of my comment letter largely regard fact-based concerns and continued misrepresentations that have
short-circuited a public dialog, particularly as it relates to the accurate dimensions and planning of areas of Fort Point
Park along and near the Fort Point Channel.

Page 31 provides some personal opinions. I am generally satisfied with Sasaki's work, programming within the
boundaries provided to them by BPDA, with the exception of the parcel of Fort Point Park nearest the Channel.

To be very clear, the conceptual planning of USPS property has served as a diversion during actual permitting of Fort
Point Channel tracts for Related Beal. The Plan not only marginalizes the 100 Acres Plan as it is currently permitted in
PDA #69 with respect to Related Beal property, it fails to responsibly capitalize on a unique opportunity to improve
upon the 100 Acres Plan along and in areas nearest to the Fort Point Channel.

Information received from BPDA on 2/2 in response to my Public Records Request regarding BPDA communications
with USPS has been illuminating. The Fort Point community has not had an open, honest dialog with what BPDA has
proposed to USPS, particularly in terms of reconfiguring building massing with no change in gross floor area (GFA).

Lastly, while I have included a section regarding Climate Ready Boston, I've intentionally avoided an in-depth
discussion regarding climate impacts. BPDA has not initiated any district-scale planning at grade for floodwater in any
Boston neighborhood, nor has BPDA implemented a value capture mechanism from new development as a means to
help fund mitigation solutions. My "experts" remain concerned.

While I don't expect my comment letter to make a difference, it may serve as a guide for historians and that alone will
justify the time put into it. Perhaps planners in other cities with high-potential waterfronts can learn from Boston's
mistakes.

All the best,
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Steve Hollinger
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Joe Christo <joe.christo@boston.gov>

Planning Comment Submission: Fort Point District Planning (100 Acres)
kentico@cityofboston.gov <kentico@cityofboston.gov> Wed, Feb 3, 2021 at 2:41 PM
To: joe.christo@boston.gov, Richard.McGuinness@boston.gov, BRAWebContent@boston.gov

CommentsSubmissionFormID: 415

Form inserted: 2/3/2021 2:41:03 PM

Form updated: 2/3/2021 2:41:03 PM

Document Name: Fort Point District Planning (100 Acres)

Document Name Path: /Planning/Planning Initiatives/Fort Point District Planning (100 Acres)

Origin Page Url: /planning/planning-initiatives/fort-point-district-planning-(100-acres)

First Name: Jason

Last Name: Muth

Organization: Sturdy Girl Properties LLC / NextHome Titletown Real Estate

Email: jasonmuth@gmail.com

Street Address: 100 A Street

Address Line 2: Suite 100

City: Boston

State: MA

Phone: (617) 947-7011

Zip: 02127

Comments: Hi - I am the owner of the commercial condo unit at 100 A Street Unit 100, which is a new building
diagonal from Artists for Humanity at the intersection of Southie proper and Fort Point, right down the street from this
project area. I have also lived in South Boston for 18 years (now with my husband and 2 year-old daughter), and my
husband operates his real estate brokerage and law firm from our commercial condo at 100 A Street. I just wanted to
express my wholehearted support for this project. I just learned about it and reviewed the proposal. What an amazing
addition to the neighborhood. We are seeing such positive transformation along A Street, and this project would
greatly enhance the outdoor public spaces. Please let me know how we can help make this project happen! Thanks,
Jason Muth
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Joe Christo <joe.christo@boston.gov>

Planning Comment Submission: Fort Point District Planning (100 Acres)
kentico@cityofboston.gov <kentico@cityofboston.gov> Fri, Feb 5, 2021 at 7:14 PM
To: joe.christo@boston.gov, Richard.McGuinness@boston.gov, BRAWebContent@boston.gov

CommentsSubmissionFormID: 420

Form inserted: 2/5/2021 7:13:59 PM

Form updated: 2/5/2021 7:13:59 PM

Document Name: Fort Point District Planning (100 Acres)

Document Name Path: /Planning/Planning Initiatives/Fort Point District Planning (100 Acres)

Origin Page Url: /planning/planning-initiatives/fort-point-district-planning-(100-acres)

First Name: Naomi

Last Name: Mayeux

Organization: National Development

Email: nmayeux@natdev.com

Street Address: 2310 Washington St

Address Line 2:

City: Newton Lower Falls

State: MA

Phone: (617) 559-5056

Zip: 02462

Comments: Comment Letter to Support of BPDA’s Draft 100 Acres Open Space Concept Plan On behalf of
Ownership of 15 Necco, we are writing in support of the concept plan draft for the Fort Point 100 Acres Open Space.
We are excited for the opportunity to collaborate with the City of Boston and our neighbor Related Beal on developing
this Park and this part of the Fort Point Channel. We were pleased to see the draft and are supportive of the direction
in which the design is moving. The draft concept plan provides a terrific framework through which we can progress
design to achieve the wonderful elements and amenities considering infrastructure, resiliency, and functionality. We
will continue to support the BPDA in the collaborative effort with the neighborhood and stakeholders to create this plan
for an engaging waterfront destination with a resilient future. We are confident that 15 Necco will fulfill several
elements of the concept design with inviting accessible public space integrated seamlessly into the adjacent Property
Owner’s site, diverse programming, celebrations of the arts community, and connected resiliency measures. 15
Necco’s interior ground floor spaces will provide a complementary extension from the outdoors of the Park with the
Touchdown Space and Work Lounge. We look forward to the continued conversations with the neighborhood and the
City, and developing design further to be able to physically bring this Park to life. Sincerely, Sherry Clancy, Naomi
Mayeux, and Ed Marsteiner National Development Representing Ownership of 15 Necco
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Joe Christo <joe.christo@boston.gov>

Planning Comment Submission: Fort Point District Planning (100 Acres)
kentico@cityofboston.gov <kentico@cityofboston.gov> Fri, Feb 5, 2021 at 3:19 PM
To: joe.christo@boston.gov, Richard.McGuinness@boston.gov, BRAWebContent@boston.gov

CommentsSubmissionFormID: 418

Form inserted: 2/5/2021 3:19:02 PM

Form updated: 2/5/2021 3:19:02 PM

Document Name: Fort Point District Planning (100 Acres)

Document Name Path: /Planning/Planning Initiatives/Fort Point District Planning (100 Acres)

Origin Page Url: /planning/planning-initiatives/fort-point-district-planning-(100-acres)

First Name: Chris

Last Name: Mancini

Organization: Save the Harbor/Save the Bay

Email: mancini@savetheharbor.org

Street Address: 212 Northern Ave.

Address Line 2: Suite 304W

City: Boston

State: MA

Phone: (617) 909-6667

Zip: 02210

Comments: I am writing to you today as Save the Harbor/Save the Bay’s Executive Director with comments on the
BPDA’s Fort Point 100 Acres Open Space Concept Plan. We’d like to commend the BPDA for managing the extensive
and inclusive community process both before and continuing through the COVID-19 pandemic. It is evident from the
results that the BPDA has listened closely and incorporated feedback from throughout the process. We would like to
note in particular the plan’s commitment to diversity and inclusion through design and operations at multiple stages of
the process so far and into the future. It is more important than ever that plans focused on development around Fort
Point Channel and the Seaport include targeted action items to make the area accessible to all of Boston, not only
those who are fortunate to live or work in the Fort Point Channel and Seaport Neighborhoods. The plan’s repeated
acknowledgement of the 100 Acres Open Space and the Fort Point Channel as a city-wide and regional destination,
particularly for nearby communities that lack direct waterfront access is explicit about this inequity and the opportunity
we have for positive change. We would also like to commend the inclusion of the Community Advisory Committee,
whose membership will include BIPOC representation from beyond Fort Point, including Chinatown, Roxbury, and
Dorchester as part of the operations strategy. We are very pleased to see the thoughtful integration of the South Bay
Harbor Trail into this plan. As you know, Save the Harbor/Save the Bay was asked by the City of Boston to
“quarterback” the effort to bring the South Bay Harbor Trail from the back of an envelope to final design and
implementation. We have raised and invested more than one million dollars with invaluable contributions from David
Giangrande of DCI and the late Bill Pressley of Pressley Associates to design the trail and develop signage and
wayfinding that will connect the Channel and the Seaport to Chinatown, the South End and Roxbury at Ruggles
Station. When it is completed it will provide a critical and safe connection to inland and upland communities of color,
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reducing both vehicular traffic and carbon emissions. As you know, and as we wrote in our comments for the
proposed project at 244 - 284 A Street, when the City of Boston asked Save the Harbor/Save the Bay and The Boston
Children’s Museum to lead and help fund an innovative and collaborative process that resulted in the award winning
Fort Point Channel Watersheet Activation Plan, our overarching goal was to make the Fort Point Channel “The Next
Great Place” in Boston, a truly welcoming and inviting place for all Bostonians, regional residents and visitors alike.
Today, as we all look for ways to address racial injustice, which is a priority for Save the Harbor/Save the Bay, for the
City of Boston, for the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, the project proponent, and for the Channel’s property
owners, businesses and residents as well, it is particularly important to keep that goal in mind. Toward that end, Save
the Harbor intends to host a Watersheet Activation Roundtable to talk through the plan itself as a reminder for its
purpose and goals, share thoughts on it, as well as opportunities for building on its foundation for inclusive and
diverse public spaces and programs – David Spillane, who wrote the plan, and Waterways Chief Daniel Padien have
agreed to take part and we hope BPDA will join us as well. The success of a public open space depends on both
physical and programmatic connections to make it open, inviting and inclusive. Opportunities at every price point,
particularly free events and programs, and the ability to touch the water will bring the most value to the public.
Removing physical barriers is important, but eliminating perceived and “emotional” barriers in public spaces is
essential to creating real and meaningful access for many who have been excluded in the past, such as low income
families, BIPOC community members and people with disabilities. These are ambitious goals. At Save the Harbor we
look forward to working together and turning these shared goals into a clear plan and strategic actions. I believe that
the 100 Acres Open Space will serve as a model of resiliency and inclusion for future development and open space
throughout the city. Sincerely, Chris Mancini Executive Director Save the Harbor/Save the Bay
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Joe Christo <joe.christo@boston.gov>

Planning Comment Submission: Fort Point District Planning (100 Acres)
kentico@cityofboston.gov <kentico@cityofboston.gov> Wed, Feb 3, 2021 at 10:05 PM
To: joe.christo@boston.gov, Richard.McGuinness@boston.gov, BRAWebContent@boston.gov

CommentsSubmissionFormID: 416

Form inserted: 2/3/2021 10:05:06 PM

Form updated: 2/3/2021 10:05:06 PM

Document Name: Fort Point District Planning (100 Acres)

Document Name Path: /Planning/Planning Initiatives/Fort Point District Planning (100 Acres)

Origin Page Url: /planning/planning-initiatives/fort-point-district-planning-(100-acres)

First Name: Dayna

Last Name: Isley

Organization:

Email: daydio@gmail.com

Street Address: 314 W 4th St

Address Line 2:

City: South Boston

State: MA

Phone: (617) 909-9048

Zip: 02127

Comments: This development must prioritize: *Green space for recreational use *Green space for climate change
mitigation (in addition to/separate from recreational green space) *Accessibility for all *Biking, walking, and public
transit priority What is the plan to accommodate these critical needs?
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Joe Christo <joe.christo@boston.gov>

Planning Comment Submission: Fort Point District Planning (100 Acres)
kentico@cityofboston.gov <kentico@cityofboston.gov> Sat, Feb 13, 2021 at 11:07 AM
To: joe.christo@boston.gov, Richard.McGuinness@boston.gov, BRAWebContent@boston.gov

CommentsSubmissionFormID: 430

Form inserted: 2/13/2021 11:06:32 AM

Form updated: 2/13/2021 11:06:32 AM

Document Name: Fort Point District Planning (100 Acres)

Document Name Path: /Planning/Planning Initiatives/Fort Point District Planning (100 Acres)

Origin Page Url: /planning/planning-initiatives/fort-point-district-planning-(100-acres)

First Name: Ryuji

Last Name: Suzuki

Organization:

Email: rsuzuki@alum.mit.edu

Street Address: 15 Channel Center Street

Address Line 2:

City: Boston

State: MA

Phone: (617) 326-7770

Zip: 02210

Comments: The Channel Center neighborhood is surprised with this draft plan that involves a drastic re-scope of
USPS parcels U4, U5, and U6, which we suspect will be used to justify easing the height restriction of U6 to 150 feet,
a drastic change from 100' in PDA 69. The trade-offs of the impacts arising from the new "active park" in U4,
particularly the negative impact of the massing transfer, were never mentioned or described in the prior public
meetings or drafts. The community meetings only talked about the open space plan in very generic terms with the
PDA 69 map. This draft plan appears to be a subterfuge to set up an eventual justification of the massing shift. Your
documents do not mention this massing shift from U4/U5 to U6, but it was recently revealed through Hollinger's public
record request that the BPDA and USPS were discussing this "re-scope" (citing David Rouse of USPS) for most of
2020. I request that BPDA immediately discuss this massing shift publicly and directly and not change any document
(including PDA 69 amendment) regarding any aspect of the USPS parcels without thorough public processes.
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Joe Christo <joe.christo@boston.gov>

Planning Comment Submission: Fort Point District Planning (100 Acres)
kentico@cityofboston.gov <kentico@cityofboston.gov> Thu, Feb 18, 2021 at 7:51 PM
To: joe.christo@boston.gov, Richard.McGuinness@boston.gov, BRAWebContent@boston.gov

CommentsSubmissionFormID: 436

Form inserted: 2/18/2021 7:50:44 PM

Form updated: 2/18/2021 7:50:44 PM

Document Name: Fort Point District Planning (100 Acres)

Document Name Path: /Planning/Planning Initiatives/Fort Point District Planning (100 Acres)

Origin Page Url: /planning/planning-initiatives/fort-point-district-planning-(100-acres)

First Name: Cam

Last Name: Tulley

Organization: resident

Email: camtulley@icloud.com

Street Address: 100 Pier Four

Address Line 2:

City: Boston

State: MA

Phone: (603) 689-8013

Zip: 02210

Comments: BASKETBALL COURTS :)
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